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At the age of 15, I started pursuing my double
bachelor degree focusing in entrepreneurshup
in 2 different countries & started do my master
in management in IE Business School in
Madrid, Spain at the age of 19. I've a fond
interest in the social development & economic
alleviations of Indonesia, I strive to educate the
young generation of Indonesia to build a better
environement in order to secure their future.
Currentlh, i'm founder of an organization that
works with the UN, Youth Action Hub where we
focus in educating the SDG's toward the youth
of Indonesia.

Kisah menarik di PPI
PPI Spain is a very small organization compared to

other PPI's in Europe. For a country as big as
Spain, we only have less than 50 members &
less tahn 30 active members. At the age of 19,
PPI Spain has elected me to become their new
Preseident yet, We've replaced our VicePresident in the first 3 months of my Presidency
due to the conflict of work-ethic & goals. In
addition, with the help of only 10 peopl, we've
hosted the PPIDK Amerop Sypmosium'qo with
the help of the previous President in Barcelona.
later on this year, we helped PPIDK Amerop's
Mengari Program by sending pur Vice-President
to NTT & has resulted to a big success where
PPI Spain will be a big contributor in the
coming future. We're currently facing a huge
scarcity in HRwhich doesn't allow PPI Spain to
contribute as much as other PPI's, but ironically
we're financially independent without the help of
any external sponsors & without any
membership fee.
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